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Agricultural Research: 
Your Dollars Working for You 
The r search r ult tha t w 
chronicle in Utah Cl nee re-
pre ent return on dollar in-
vested by you. And according to 
con ervative stimate the rate 
of the return i an a tounding 50 
to 1. 
The Utah Agricultural Experi-
ment Station' balanc sheet 
shows that about 39.4 percent of 
it financing come from tate 
sources 22.3 percent from the 
USDA and 38.3 percent from 
various fed ral and indu trial 
grants. Th other we tern ta-
tions average 62.9 percent from 
stat ources 12.5 percent from 
the USDA and 24.6 percent 
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from grant. In r ality 11 th 
dollar inve ted in agricultural 
re ar h come ultimat ly from 
con umer - you and I. And it i 
reas uring to know th tour in-
v tment. i r gularly producing 
tangible b n fit . 
The hazard i that th produc-
tivity of pa t agricultural re-
earch which w ar r aping in 
today market pia will lull u 
into complacency. Th only way 
to in ure that th quality and 
quantity of tomorrow' harve t 
continu to b adequat i to 
u tain a vigorou imaginative 
re earch program. The Utah 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
i committed to ju t such an 
ffort. 
But that commitment can b 
fulfilled only if it i upported by 
und r tanding. An under tanding 
that mu t flouri h among tho e 
who have a stak in and benefit 
from r earch. So thi and every 
i ue of Utah eience i dedi-
cat d to nouri hing the under-
tanding of that group - th 
- wheth r they are 
merchant home-
doctor con truction 
or om thing I e. We 
welcom your comments as to 
whether we are on target. 
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A New look at Snowmold 
Snowmold can be stopped by 
freezing temperatures or by snow 
removal. 
100 
Rex F. Nielson and Raymond L. Cartee 
Snowmold is a disease of 
wint r wheat that has plagued 
farmers of orthern Utah 
Southern Idaho and the orth-
west for more than fifty years. 
Crop 10 e have involved mil-
lion of dollar in reduced yields 
and re eeding cost . The damage 
i caused by molds of the 
T phula and Fu arium genera. 
Thes organi ms are wid spread 
but th y can effectively attack 
the wheat only when winter 
snow cover i continuous and 
persi ts lat in the spring. They 
are especially dangerous when 
th soil is not frozen. 
The damag r ulting from 
nowmold can range from an 
occa ional plant to an ntire 
fi Id with 10 e in xce of 50 
p rc nt u ually requiring that th 
field b r d d. In th wint r 
of 1968-1969 th winter wheat 
crop in 
ounty wa 
th mold. 
orth rn Box lder 
ever ly damag d by 
In March of 1969 USU 
launch dar arch program to 
help olv th probl m. Work r 
in th tat of Wa hington had 
hown that nowmold 10 e 
could b r duced by u ing a 
black ning ag n t to ha t n pring 
now mIt. Pr liminary trial by 
USU's Wade G. Dew y on an 
irrigated site in Cache Valley 
upported the Wa hington find-
ing . Based on thi information a 
series of trials was initiated. 
Te ting Furnace A h 
Th fir t tudi involv d 
furnace a h obtain d from the 
coal-fir d heating plant at USU. 
The material wa appli d by a 
cro pd u ting plan at the rat of 
200 pound per acr . The ash did 
acc lerate now melt and the 
incid nc of nowmold was 
markedly reduced on tr ated 
area. Untreat d ite uffer d 
con iderable 10 . Th a rial 
tf atm nt w r ffective when-
ever the ash could be appli d 
b fore dam ge occurred. 
Wh n an airplane i u ed th 
a h mu t b applied wh n wind 
are negligible ince drift can b 
i gn ificant. Al 0 to be 
economically f a ibl th air-
craft hould be able to land n ar 
th field to b tr at d. W 
g n rally could u e a hard-
urface county road. On a 
number of occa ion how v r 
now and ic or high now bank 
re ulting from th road bing 
plowed mad landing impo ibl . 
Th r ultant d lay in a h 
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applications oft n allowed now-
mold damage to develop before 
the field could b treated. 
During the p t three ea on 
we v appli d h from a 
po were d fertilizer spreader 
mounted on a I igh and pulled 
by a nowmobile. By using such 
equipm nt we've be n abl to 
mak d tail d tudi of the 
ff ct of variation in tim 
frequ ncy and rate of a h 
application. 
As part of tm work w 
mea ured temperature under the 
now and at variou oil depth. 
In addition we not d oil condi-
tion und r th now. ventually 
we w re able to draw the follow-
ing conclu ion. 
The Hows and Why 
Snowmold rar ly develop 
wh n a oil r main frozen 
throughout th winter. But 
whether or not a oil fr ez and 
how long it tay froz n d pend 
on a numb r of factor. For 
example oil fr z only wh n 
wat r i pr ent. Th refore dry 
oil rar ly fre ze. Loa oils are 
I likely to fr eze than firm 
oil. Farm r hav ob erved for 
many y ar that field planted 
with a disk drill uffer Ie s now-
mold than tho planted with a 
deep furrowing unit. W now 
know that tm ituation i r-
lated to th ada t d 100 ene 
or den ity of oil and it ub-
eq u nt u ceptibility to fre z-
ing. Continuou ly cropped oil 
uffer more nowmold than 
tho und r a crop/fallow pro-
gram again with part of th 
cau r lat d to oil den ity. 
In orthern Utah moi toil 
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Photo by Re 
Figure 1. This section of the field has not been treated for snowmold. AU of the 
plants have virtually been destroyed. 
Photo by Re F. Niel on 
Figure 2.0nly 30 feet away from the devastated section of the field are these 
healthy and flourishing plants which have been treated with ash to 
prevent snowmold. 
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without early snow cover usually 
freeze to a depth of 4 to 6 inches 
when subjected to low (300 F or 
under) temperatures. We've rare-
ly seen soils frozen to greater 
depths. 
Once the soil is covered by 6 
or more inches of snow, air 
temperatures have little effect. 
As the snow depth approaches 
1 8 to 24 inches, the summer heat 
stored in the soil begins to thaw 
the soil frost at its deepest level 
of penetration. This thawing 
then works its way upward. If 
deep snow comes in November 
or early December, it is not 
unusual for 4 inches of soil frost 
to be lost to this thawing effect 
by mid February. We've seen a 
complete loss of soil frost as 
early as January 15th. When the 
soil does not freeze in the fall 
either from lack of moisture or 
an early deep snow cover it 
usually remain unfrozen 
throughout the winter. 
Temperatures at the snow/soil 
interface usually remain about 
31 degrees Farenheit over frozen 
oil. With nonfrozen oil under 
deep snow, we've measured 
temperatures of 32-33 degrees 
Farenheit. This small difference 
in temperature is sufficient to 
either inhibit or promote the 
growth of the snowmold 
organisms. Once the soil frost is 
lost and the snow/soil interface 
temperature reaches 330 F, the 
snow begins to melt. With temp-
eratures below the snow above 
freezing and the moist environ-
ment resulting from the melting 
snow snowmold can spread 
rapidly. Where wheat is seeded 
with a deep furrow drill, tunnels 
begin to develop above the drill 
row as a result of the interface 
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heat exchange. Under these 
conditions, the mold thrives. 
Minimizing Snowmold Damage 
Snowmold development can 
be stopped either by freezing 
temperatures at the snow/soil in-
terface or by removal of the 
snow. By applying furnace ash, 
we've controlled snowmold in 
both ways. The ash sometimes 
removes the snow and other 
times reduces snow depths to 
levels that allow the soil to 
freeze. The melting induced by 
the ash changes snow density and 
thus significantly reduce its in-
sulating capability. In cases of 
snow removal , sub equent snows 
have not promoted snowmold 
growth. 
The stage of growth of the 
wheat plant as it goes into the 
winter seems to influence its 
susceptibility to snowmold. OUf 
date-of-planting studies at the 
Blue Creek Farm in Northern 
Utah have shown that large well-
tillered plants and very small 
plants survive and recover from 
the disease better than do 
medium-sized plants (see Figure 
1). Utah farmers however have 
observed the opposite effect 
with medium-sized plants surviv-
ing while early and late plantings 
died. Workers at Washington 
State University suggest that 
early plantings result in well-
tillered plants capable of surviv-
ing the disease. Under Utah 
conditions , not even well-tillered 
plants have survived evere in-
festations. These contradictory 
data may be attributed to the 
number of factors that can affect 
the course of the disease. 
At the present time no com-
Farmers Whose Fields Have a 
History of Snowmold 
To minimize snowmold damage: 
1. Begin weekly checks of your 
wheat and the frost statu of 
the soil in early February. 
These weekly survey hould 
be continued until the snow 
has mel ted in the spri ng. 
2. At the first signs of mold, 
prepare to treat your fields 
with ash to remove or reduce 
snow depths. Ideally try to 
coordinate with a weather 
forecast indicating clear kies 
for five days. A snowfall im-
mediately after the a h is 
applied will reduce its effec-
tivenes . 
3. Don't be overly complac nt if 
you do not se any mold. If 
deep snow persist by late 
February and soil fro t is gone 
a preventative ash treatment is 
recommended. 
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mercial wheat vari ti are 
re i tan t to nowmold although 
progre i being made in 
d v loping train tha t are Ie 
u eptibl and hay gr at r 
r growth capability. Meanwhil 
th application of furnace a h at 
the proper tim eem th b t 
olution. 
Rex F. iel on i 0 iate Profe or, De-
partment of Soil Science and Bio-
meteorology and Director Re earch -arm 
US . 
Raymond L. Cart i Re arch A ociate, 
Department of Soil Science and Bio-
meteorology. SUo 
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Cereal Disease Research 
James A. Hoffmann 
Photo by Jame . Hoffmann 
Figure l.Dwarf mut spores as een under the microscope (magnified approxi-
mately 1,500 times). 
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DATE 
In th f 11 of 1972 a portion 
of th USDA r al di a pro-
gram at Pullman Wa hington 
wa tran f rr d to Logan Utah. 
The tran f< r wa f~ ct d to 
provide the cereal br eding pro-
gram of th Int rmountain ar a 
with on-the- c n upport in 
pathology. It wa al 0 und r-
tak n to giv th USDA path-
ologi t a mor favorab i envi-
ronment in which to tudy th 
dwarf mut di ea e of wint r 
wheat. Dwarf mut i the major 
wh at di ea e problem in the 
Intermountain area and in 1973 
and 1974 di rupt d th area' 
plan to xport wh at to the 
People' R public of China. 
Sinc th Chine e b liev that 
th dwarf mut fungu i not 
pr s nt in th ir country th yare 
un d r tan da bly oppo d to 
taking a chan e on introducing 
it. 
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Photo by I''''''~~-='~.n. 
Jame A. Hoffmann .t.L ..... ~~~:&....I.;~""""'-_-"-~ ..J 
Figure 2.A healthy wheat plant on the 
left and a dwarf mutted plant 
on the right. Note consider-
able proliferation of the talk 
and a SO percent reduction in 
the size of the diseased plant. 
Photo by 
James A. Hoffmann 
Figure 3.1n these individual spikes of 
wheat, the awns or beards are 
extremely ragged in the mut-
ted sample on the left. The 
black smut balls have replaced 
the kernels of wheat. The 
wheat spike on the right 
completely healthy. 
Photo by Jame A. Hoffmann 
Figure 4.This mutty cloud wa a common ight in the Intermountain West during the wheat harvest for many year . 
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About 600,000 acres in 7 
western states are known to be 
infested with the dwarf smut 
organism. These 600,000 acres 
normally produce about 22 mil-
lion bushels of wheat. With 
susceptible wheat varieties and 
favorable weather conditions 
such as a persistent snow cover, 
disease incidence may exceed 60 
percent. Conservatively estimat-
ing the average disease incidence 
to be about 5 percent, losses in 
yield may amount to 3.3 million 
dollars annually over the region. 
Penalty dockages for smutty 
grain would impose an additional 
one million dollar loss on pro-
ducers. 
Laboratory Functions 
The main objective of the 
Logan-based USDA Cereal Dis-
ease Research Program is to 
achieve lasting control of the 
dwarf smut fungus. As Dr. 
De wey's article details, the 
primary method of control has 
been and still is the development 
and use of resistant cultivars. The 
USDA's efforts are therefore be-
ing closely coordinated with 
USU's cereal breeding projects as 
well as those in other western 
states. 
One of our complementary 
functions has been to locate 
sources of resistance in the World 
Wheat Collection to be used by 
breeders as parent materiaL We 
then are available to test 
breeders' selections for smut 
resistance. 
We also devote substantial 
time and energy to identifying 
new pathogenic races. This is 
essential because new races of 
the fungus arise rapidly through 
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mutation and hybridization (For 
more about this process see Dr. 
Dewey's article in this issue). 
After identification, we notify 
the plant breeders of any changes 
in virulence. They then can 
modify their efforts and hope-
fully stay ahead of the pathogen. 
For example five new dwarf 
smut resistant varieties (including 
those developed by Dr. Dewey) 
have been released since 1973, 
and already races of smut that 
can attack these varieties have 
been identified. 
Fungicide Tests 
Because it seems unlikely that 
varietal resistance will ever pro-
vide the reliably enduring control 
growers need, other methods are 
also being sought. One approach 
that was tested early in the 
campaign involved chemically 
treating wheat seed. Spores on 
seed surfaces can be easily killed 
with such chemicals; un-
fortunately nearly all the infec-
tion results from the spores in or 
on the soil. These soil-inhabiting 
spores are long-lived (often- over 
10 years) and are little affected 
by seed treatment. Most dwarf 
smut infection thus takes place 
through plant tissues that are 
near the soil surface during 
winter rather than through the 
seed. Consequently a fungicide 
that is active only at the seed 
surface is in the wrong place at 
the wrong time. 
Application of fungicides to 
the soil surface after seeding have 
provided good control of dwarf 
smut, but quantities, costs, and 
most significantly potential 
environmental hazards have pre-
cluded their use in this country. 
The ideal chemical treatment 
would be one that could be 
applied in small quantities to the 
seed, and would be gradually 
absorbed by the growing wheat 
plant to provide it with a built-in 
protection against smut fungus 
invasion. These types of fungi-
cides, known as systemic fungi-
cides, have been used success-
fully against a number of other 
plant diseases and are just begin-
ning to come onto the dwarf 
mut scene. 
Tests conducted cooperatively 
with Dr. Dewey and his studen ts 
with a number of systemic 
fungicides have shown promising, 
though somewhat variable re-
sults. Such factors as planting 
date rate and extent of fall 
growth, weather conditions, etc., 
may be significantly affecting the 
effectiveness of these fungicides 
against dwarf smut. They show 
great promise and will become a 
useful tool in conjunction with 
varietal resistance in keeping 
dwarf smut under control. One 
fungicide has now been regis-
tered and will be availa ble for use 
in the fall of 1977. 
Two-way Attack Essential 
The regrettable conclusion i 
that at present neither resistant 
varieties nor seed treatment 
fungicides used alone can give us 
a stable control over dwarf smut. 
Our best hope lies in perfecting 
less expensive and more effective 
fungicide followed by an inte-
grated use of them with resi tant 
varieties, perhaps combined with 
certain cultural practices. A com-
parable approach achieved 
essentially complete control of 
the more docile common smut 
approximately 20 year ago. 
Until last year, nearly all of 
our research resources had to be 
concentrated on identifying 
sources of resistance, screening 
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varieties and fungicides and 
identifying pathogenic races. But 
then a significant increase in pro-
gram budget allowed us to start 
badly needed fundamental re-
search on the biology of the 
dwarf mut organism. These 
basic studies include investiga-
tion of: the cytology and 
genetics of the smut organisms, 
the effect of environment and 
cultural practice on smut devel-
opment and the ability of the 
smut fungi to develop tolerance 
to fungicides. 
Through the coordination of 
this expanded USDA research 
program with that of cereal 
breeder such as USU's Wad G. 
Dewey it i rea onable to expect 
eventual control or even 
elimination of the threat posed 
by dwarf smut. That achieve-
ment could reopen China as a 
market for Western wh at as well 
as a suring producer of a b tt r 
price on the dome tic mark t. 
Jame A. Hoffmann is Re earch Profe or, 
Department of Plant Science, USU and 
edera! Collaborator, ARS, USDA. 
Dwarf Smut vs. Winter Wheat in Utah 
Wade G. Dewey 
Approximately 1/3 of Utah's 
total cropl nd i nonirrigat d. 
Pr cipitation over much of thi 
dry land acreag i fr quently in 
th marginal range for ucce ful 
crop production' con qu ntly 
the choice of crop i limited. 
Wheat and particularly winter 
wheat has generally prov n to b 
the b st choic , and oft n i 
about the onLy fea ible crop for 
the moi ture-d fici nt ar a . 
Winter wheat i therefore a major 
ource of agricultural in orne for 
Utah returning ome 20 million 
annually to the state' farmer. It 
also form th basi for our 
multimillion dollar milling and 
baking industrie and contribute 
ignificantly to Utah' poultry 
and liv to k fe ding op rations. 
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Dwarf Smut Hazards 
Although wint r wheat and it 
r lated indu trie are presently 
flouri hing in Utah it has not 
alway be n o. W were nearly 
put out of th wheat-growing 
bu in in th 1930 and hav 
had erious etback as recently 
a th arty 1970 . Th culprit in 
both instanc s ha b en a disease 
known a dwarf mut. This di-
ea e i cau d by a fungu who e 
long-lived spores inhabit the oil. 
(Se lame A. Hoffmann's artic1 
for d tails of the infection 
proc s .) 
Grower 10 es re ult from 
y ie ld r duction which ar 
approximat ly in proportion to 
th p rc nt infection in th field, 
and from 'dockage" p naltie 
impo ed at th mill for mutty 
wheat. B fore a miller can mak 
usable flour out of uch wh at it 
mu t be wa hed and dri d and 
even th n th wa h d wheat can 
only be us d in limit d propor-
tion with smut-fre wheat. Till 
extra handling and proce ing 
adds con id rably to the co t of 
milling and baking - which co ts 
have a way of filt ring down to 
th consum r. 
Dwarf mut first mad it elf 
f It in Utah in th lat 1920. It 
ob tinat ly failed to r pond to 
the ed tr atment (blu vitriol 
brine oakings etc.) that had 
afforded ad quate control of 
ordinary mut. By 1930 approxi-
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mately 75 percent of the car-
loads of wheat arriving at the 
Ogden and Salt Lake milling 
terminals were grading smutty. 
With wheat-growing in Utah on 
the verge of becoming unprofit-
a ble, a crash program was 
initiated at USU (then USAC) to 
come up with a way to combat 
dwarf smut. It was found in 
plant breeding, i.e., in building 
genetic resistance into varieties 
of wheat adapted to Utah's 
drylands. The first release was 
aptly named Relief. It was fol-
lowed by Cache and Wasatch in 
the late 1930s and early 1940s. 
As these varieties came into 
general use dwarf smut declined 
in incidence (Figure 3), until by 
the 1950s the problem appeared 
to be licked. (We should have 
known better!) 
A Recurring Threa t 
In the early 1960 report 
began coming into the Agricul-
tural Experiment Station at USU 
that previously resistant varieties 
were "breaking down." Cache, 
which had become the pre-
dominant dryland wheat variety 
in Utah, was said to be "running 
out" or losing its resistance. A 
quick check with the USDA 
Regional Cereal Disease Labora-
tory at Pullman Washington 
confirmed our suspicions that 
Cache had not changed but that 
a newly arisen race (or combina-
tion of races) of dwarf smut was 
overcoming the resistance gene 
in Cache. To our di may this new 
race (or races) could also attack 
our two newest release Delmar 
and Bridger which had been 
bred specifically for bread-
making quality and wer bing 
groomed to replac Cache. 
By 1970 mutty wheat was 
once more pouring into the mill-
ing terminal with yi ld r duc-
tions and mut dockag p naltie 
again cutting significantly into 
grower receipts. Black clouds of 
smut were belching out behind 
the combine (Figure 1), and the 
machines and their operators 
were coated with a black layer of 
smut after cutting fields of 
C ache Delmar and Bridger. 
Some fields were running over 50 
percent smutted, and several of 
the larger growers in the hardest-
hit areas of Box Elder County 
(Utah's largest wheat producing 
county) reported annual losses as 
high as $35 000-$40,000. 
Varietal Deve.lopment Processes 
Fortunately thi time we 
didn't have to start from the 
bottom as in the 1930s. Breed-
ing line at fairly advanced test-
ing stages were already in the 
sy t m and orne howed high 
levels of resi tance to these new 
race of mut. Two lines, which 
d riv d th ir mut resistance 
from an oth rwi e worthless 
wh at from Turk y and their 
Photo by Wade G. Dewey 
Figure 1. As the combine moves through an infested field , the evidence of dwarf smut is clearly 
seen ... a black cloud of spores. 
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breadmaking quality from 
Delmar and Bridger were 
selected for increase and relea e. 
The varieties were named Hansel 
and Cardon: Hansel after Hansel 
Valley on of the hronic dwarf 
smut areas of Box lder County; 
and Cardon after P. V. Cardon, a 
former Director of the Utah 
Agricultural xperiment Station. 
Since n w strain u ually b gin 
from a ingle plant then progre 
to a few pound of Breed r 
Seed and then to a few acre 
producing Foundation Seed the 
development of a new variety i 
always gradual. It tak s v ral 
years after the release-decision 
has been mad for a promising 
vari ty to reach commercial 
production. Hansel and Cardon 
w r r I a d to growers on a 
limited basis in 1974. To spread 
the seed as far a pos ible, each 
farmer wa limit d to 30 bushels. 
TIlls would plant about 30 acre 
which in turn would provide eed 
for approximately 1 000 acre 
th following year. 1976 was the 
fir t y ar th e varietie could b 
grown on extensive acreage in 
Ut h, and it app ars that they 
hav ignificantly help d to bring 
the dwarf smut problem back 
into check. 
Growers in some of the worst 
dwarf smut areas of Cache and 
Box lder counties cut clean 
wheat in 1976 for the fir t tim 
in everal year. The bulk of the 
dryland wh at acreage in dwarf 
smut-infested areas of Utah and 
southern Idaho wa planted this 
fall to these varieties and to 
several other resistant varieties 
developed in Idaho. Hopefully, 
our dryland wheat producers, as 
well as the miller th baker, and 
ultimately the consumer, can 
now enjoy the benefits of a 
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Photo by Wade G. Dewey 
Figure 2.Kernels from a healthy wheat plant at the 
bottom as compared to the darkened and 
shriveled kernels from a smutty wheat plant 
at the top. 
1935 
__ Actual 
___ Estimated 
1945 1955 1965 
YEARS 
1975 
Figure 3.Percentage of carloads of wheat graded smutty at the Ogden and 
Salt Lake milling terminal . 
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healthy winter wheat industry 
for several years to come. 
What Next? 
Unfortunately, unless past pat-
terns are disrupted, the reprieve 
will be temporary. The dwarf 
smut fungus may be down, but it 
most certainly can not be 
assumed out. Because it has 
genes and chromosomes just as 
wheat does, it is capable of 
hybridizing, mutating and 
developing new races in much 
the same way that we develop 
new varieties of wheat. In all 
probability, therefore, within a 
few years we can expect reports 
to start flltering in from growers 
that Hansel and Cardon are "run-
ning out", that they are "losing 
their resistance", and the cycle 
will begin again. 
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Suspecting this course of 
events, and knowing all too well 
that varietal development often 
takes 10 to 1 5 years from the 
initial cross to the time the 
variety reaches the farmers' 
fields, we continually have breed-
ing materials on the drawing 
board. It is too late to begin the 
process the day a problem or 
need is discovered. For example, 
several years before Hansel and 
Cardon were released, crosses 
were being made using different 
sources of smut resistance. This 
was our hedge against the 
resistance of those two varieties 
being overcome by new races of 
smut. Some of those lines are 
approaching the advanced testing 
stages and will be waiting in the 
wings if (when) the pres en tly 
satisfactory varieties begin to 
falter. 
There is always the sobering 
possibility, however, that we 
may run out of resistance genes 
in wheat before the dwarf smut 
fungus runs out of new races. 
The potential use of systemic 
fungicides (See Dr. Hoffmann's 
article in this issue for details.) is 
therefore encouraging since it 
may help us conserve our supply 
of resistance genes and tip the 
balance in favor of the wheat. As 
ingenious as the fungus has been 
thus far in matching the best 
efforts of wheat breeders, we will 
likely need both genes and 
fungicides to keep it in check in 
the future. 
Wade G. Dewey is Profe sor Department of 
Plant Science, USU. 
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USU and Utah's Rangeland 
Development 
Frank E. (Fee) Busby, Don D. 
Dwyer, Doyle J. Matthews, and 
J. Clark Ballard 
Utah's 48 million acre · of 
rang land produce for g for 
wild and dom tic animal ar 
crucial for urban 
area and provid c nic b auty 
and recr ational opportuniti to 
re id nt and nonre ident aUk. 
Until recently the importanc of 
the eland ha not b en und r-
stood by th g neral public. 0 
g n y or group xi t d t 10 al 
tat or national level to provide 
coordination and I ad r hip in 
th prop rue and m nag m nt 
of the eland . 
Th n in January 1973 Utah' 
Rangeland Dev lopment om-
mitte wa stabli hed by th 
Utah Stat D partm nt of 
Agricultur . Committ e m mb r-
JUp* indud repre ntativ of 
the privat tate and fed ral 
organization mo t concerned 
with th prop r d v lopment and 
management of our tate's range 
r ourc . The primary purpo e 
of thi Committe i to provide a 
forum where problem of Utah' 
rangeland can be identified and 
di cu d b for th y b com 
critical. USU xtension with 
financial a i tance from th 
Four Corner Regional Commi -
ion provid an xecu tiv 
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ecretary to a ist this committe 
in it oordination and promo-
tion fforts. 
On the pro bl mare r cog-
n i z d, action program ar 
initiated. For xampl by work-
ing with comparabl group in 
oth r we t rn tat and with 
congr s the Rang D v lop-
ment Committ ha b en abl 
to promot b tter funding of th 
Bur au of Land Manag m nt and 
th Fore t S rvi for range man-
agem nt and d v lopm nt 
activitie. Legi lation pre ently 
bing con id r d by congre 
would provide an v n more 
r ali tic 1 vel. 
Th Committ i al 0 work-
ing to tran lat information in 
ag ncy fil about the xtent 
own r hip ecologic 1 condition 
and d v lopm nt pot n tial of 
our rangeland into a u ful data 
ba t; for de i ion maker. With 
a i tanc from th Four om r 
R gional ommi ion th om-
mittee i initially concentrating 
on the manag m nt and d v lop-
m nt n d of rang land in 
ntral Utah. 
To giv th av rag citiz n a 
bett r und r tanding of range 
re ourc th Commi ttee 
initiat d a public information 
program utilizing TV n ws-
paper radio and oth r m dia. 
Mo t of the e public relation 
program hay b en coordinat d 
by USU xten ion. 
Utah' Rangeland 
Development Fund 
onomi t at USU hay long 
pr ached that many privat land 
own r ar k pt from adapting 
rang improvement practic by 
finan ial barri r. On prime 
ob tad ha b n th n ed to 
re t rang land whi l d irable 
forage pecie b com ta b-
Ii h d particularly fo llowing 
bru h m nag men t and re e ding 
proj ct . During uch "r t" the 
rancher ha to either ell th 
nimal that would normally 
gr z on that land or I a addi-
tional land. ith r approach 
g n rally equate with conomic 
hard hip. When th rancher 
coupl thi with th high 
inter t rat h 'd hay to pay on 
mon y borrowed to financ th 
original improv m nt program 
h t nd to d cid again t th 
whol id a. 
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In response to such economic 
realities Utah Rangeland 
Developm nt Committ e work d 
with th Utah L gi latur to 
creat Utah' Rangeland Dev 1-
opment Fund. P ronnel at USU 
produ d educational material 
de igned to inform Utah Legi la-
tor of the importance and dev 1-
opment need of Utah's rang -
land . The initial appropriation 
of $250 000 i available to in-
dividuals or groups who need 
help to apply co ts of range 
improvement on ptivate land . 
Th Fund is manag d by local 
Soil Con ervation District and 
the Utah Soil Con rvation Com-
mi ion in uch a way that th 
land own r i guarant d acc 
to th funds needed to conduct a 
long-term development program. 
The borrower must fully repay 
the Development Fund but pay-
ments do not have to start until 
the improved land is ready for 
use. Also no intere t is charged. 
Thu th first loans from Utah's 
Rangeland D velopment Fund 
(award d in Octob r to fiv 
recipient) ar benefiting Utah 
land by actively helping rancher 
ov rcom pr viously in urmount-
abl financial baITi rs. 
Coordinated Range 
Re ource Planning 
Mo t live tock operation in 
Utah have to utilize land owned 
or admini t red by ev ral land-
lords which can in Iud : privat 
int r t Utah Division of Stat 
Land Utah' Divi ion of Wild-
life R ources Bur au of Land 
Figure 1. Range resource planning- particularly coordinated planning- requires 
that those involved in the development of the plan meet in the field and 
discuss management alternatives. 
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Manag ment and Fore t Service. 
Un fortunately for the live-
tockman each ag ncy landlord 
probably has its own et of man-
ag ment objectives. As a result , 
th rancher rep atedly has to 
adjust his operation a agency 
objectiv s change, and promising 
manag men t opportunities are 
mi ed b cause diverse ownership 
boundaries prohibit a unified 
approach to the land. 
To try to solv thi costly 
dilemma Utah State Univ rsity , 
with funding from the Four 
Corn rs Regional Commission 
ha b n working with private 
tat and federal landlords to 
d v lop v ral d mon tration 
unit in which th re ourc of 
all co n cern d group are 
addre ed in one manag ment 
and d velopm nt plan. Ranchers 
and ag ncy p r onn 1 who have 
participat d in th program 
r port that it i th b t manage-
m nt advanc that they hay ever 
n. 
A typical result near V mal 
Utah ha b n th combining of 
private Bur au of Land Manage-
ment and For t S rvi land 
(each own r hip parat d by 
v ral mile) into one grazing 
sy tern. Und r thi combined 
y tern two ownership units are 
graz d while the third is re ted. 
Th y t m has aved the 
agen i about $12 000 in 
anticipated f ncing co ts a well 
a providing an fficient u e of 
the grazing resource. Other bene-
fit have included: trade-offs of 
land u e that help wildlife 
sp ci more efficien t u e of 
limited water re ource reduced 
co t of improvement project a 
everal landlord coop rate to 
contract for large acr ag and 
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land use exchanges that increase 
the number and kinds of recrea-
tion opportunities. 
As livestock range, wildlife 
soil con ervation, agronomy and 
recreation speciali ts from the 
management agencies and Utah 
State University have coordi-
nated their efforts and worked 
with the rancher and other con-
cerned groups, they've 
accompli hed goals that probably 
would never have been achieved 
through the traditional 
procedures. 
USU and BLM Grazing Plans 
The Bureau of Land Manage-
ment (BLM) is currently required 
to write environmental impact 
statement for their live tock 
grazing programs. These impact 
statement are to be based on 
management plans developed for 
BLM allotments. The planning 
process involves inventorying the 
resource in each grazing allot-
ment establishing managem nt 
objectives, designing an 
appropriate grazing sy t m for 
the land and livestock operations 
in que tion and identifying 
needed improvement and man-
agement practice. The resultant 
management plans will direct 
livestock use on BLM lands for 
many year. Thu it i to their 
advantage for local livestock 
operators to work with the BLM 
in developing the allotment man-
agement plans. 
To facilitate rancher involve-
ment Utah State University's 
Colleges of Agriculture and of 
Natural Resources the Utah 
State Department of Agriculture, 
and the BLM are cooperating in 
devising an explanatory program. 
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Since the first environmental 
impact statement relative to 
Utah involves a 563,OOO-acre 
hot-desert area in Washington 
County initial effort are being 
concentrated there. Ranchers in 
the area are being encouraged to 
contribute their valuable know-
ledge about land and livestock 
interactions to those trying to 
develop practical allotment and 
impact statement plans. 
USU Extension has also made 
range and livestock management 
sp ciali ts available to ranchers 
throughout the state and to the 
BLM as sources of up-to-date 
in formation relevant to the 
planning process. USU research 
data is often serving a a "third-
party" opinion to help ranchers 
and the BLM solve problems. 
Demonstration and 
Extension Programs 
Res archers ranchers and 
agency p rsonnel have recently 
rediscovered fire as a rang land 
management tool. Converting 
brush lands to a grass-dominated 
system can b accomplished by 
chemical or mechanical means, 
bu t increased co ts are making 
many of these methods 
Photo by lichael Ralph 
Figure 2.Prescribed burning involves the careful use of fire to achieve range management 
objectives. Cooperation from all concerned groups is required. 
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economically unfeasible. The 
old, natural method of burning 
seems to offer a useful alterna-
tive. 
USU Extension personnel, 
with assistance from the Four 
Corners Regional Commission, 
have worked with local land 
owners and agency personnel to 
plan and initiate several burning 
projects to demonstrate fire as a 
management tool. One effective 
project was conducted at Park 
Valley, Utah, as a result of 
cooperative planning among USU 
range specialists, local ranchers, 
and con cerne d agencies. 
Approximately 800 acres of a 
1300-acre pasture, dominated by 
sagebrush and producing only 25 
pounds of usable forage per acre 
were burned and seeded in the 
fall of 1974. Usable forage 
production had increased to 400 
pounds per acre by 1975 and 
700 pounds per acre by 1976. 
Fire and reseeding increased 
forage production on the 800 
acres to more than 10 times the 
production on the entire ranch 
prior to treatment. 
Neighboring ranchers took 
note of the results, and over 
9 000 acres of land were burned 
Figure 3.Prescribed burning increased usable forage production more than 10 times on a 
sagebrush-juniper dominated area near Park Valley, Utah. 
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in the Park Valley area in 1976. 
This type of demonstration 
project is significantly affecting 
the economic base of this and 
other areas in the state. 
Summary 
The program is accomplishing 
sound objectives: informing the 
citizens of Utah about rangeland 
and its uses compiling resource 
data, seeking funds for desirable 
programs, providing technical 
assistance to ranchers and man-
age men t agencies, encouraging 
needed research and demon-
strating proven practices. And 
above all, the program has en-
couraged highly productive 
cooperation among individual 
ranchers and agency personnel 
who are concerned with the man-
agement of our range resources. 
Unprecedented progress is being 
made through these cooperative 
efforts. 
*Utah Cattlemen's Association, Utah Wool-
grower, Multi-County Planning Districts, 
Utah Agricultural Land Owners Association, 
Utah A ociation of Soil Conservation 
Districts, Utah Wildlife and Outdoor Recrea-
tion Federation, Ute Indian Rangeland 
D velopment Committee, Utah Division of 
State Lands, Utah Division of Wildlife Re-
sources, Utah State Department of Agricul-
ture, Agricultural ~tabilization and Con-
servation Service, Bureau of Land Manage-
me nt, Farmers Home Administration, 
Forest Service, Intermountain Forest and 
Range xperiment Station, Soil Conserva-
tion Service and Utah State University. 
Frank E. (Fee) Busby i Assistant Professor, 
Department of Range Science and Range 
Specialist, College of Natural Resources and 
Extension, USU. 
Don D. Dwyer is Head and Profes or, 
Department of Range Science USU. 
Doyle J. Matthews i Dean, College of 
Agriculture; Director, Agricultural xperi-
ment Station; and Professor, Department of 
Animal, Dairy and Veterinary SCiences, USU. 
J. Clark Ballard is Vice President, Univer ity 
Extension and Continuing Education and 
Professor, Department of Plant Science, 
USU. 
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Utah's Changing Beef Scene 
(less grain - more forage) 
James A. Bennett 
As world population inexor-
ably move toward the 6 billion 
predicted for the turn of the 
century 120 million hungry 
babies are born each year. Many 
of them are destin d to p nd 
their entire live malnouri h d 
and without hope. Sin th 
present 2 percent annual rate of 
population growth eems lik ly 
to p rsist through the fore e able 
future an urgent question for all 
of us in agriculture is: Ha th 
stork passed th plow too 
emphatically for u 
today's pattern? 
A ub tantial part of USU's 
efforts to in ur an optimi tic 
answer cent rs around improv-
ing live tock utilization of rang 
feed and other forage as well a 
other rangeland research and 
demon tration programs. The 
overall aim has consi tently b en 
to achi ve a more efficient 
imaginative use of Utah's range-
land resources. 
Today' economic and popula-
tion realitie however have 
broadened our viewpoint and 
cau ed orne shift in emphasi . 
For example America can be 
highly competitive on world 
markets with her production of 
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ereal grain. Foreign trade in 
c real grains greatly help in 
boo ting the agging Am rican 
dollar. Unfortunat ly som 7 
gallon of increasingly hard-to-
com -by fu I ar con umed for 
e a c h ton 0 f cereal grain 
produced. 
Th growing n d for US grain 
a a world trade item and our 
udden realization that fo il fuel 
do not xi t in unlimited 
upply have promoted a reevalua-
tion of grain u e in live tock 
production particularly of b f 
animals. Over the pa t 25 year 
Am rican cattl production 
sy tern hav com to utilize high 
concentrate (grain) ration as a 
fini hing st p. Pres n tly US beef 
cattl drive 25 perc nt of th ir 
total feed from concentrate. 
The resultant high quality b ef 
has become at 120 pound p r 
capita annual con umption the 
number one American food. The 
challenge now is to maintain 
quality while upping us of hay 
and rangeland forage and cutting 
grain consumption. 
At USU ware u ing thr e 
primary approache: modifying 
forage-eating live tock d vi ing 
new f edlot sy terns for "finish-
ing' m at animal nd r vitaliz-
ing rangeland and th ir v g ta-
tiv cover. 
The Animal 
For n arly thre -quarter of a 
century Utah's rang cattl have 
b en predominately of H reford 
or Angus br eding. During r cent 
y ar xotic br d hav b n 
introduced in hope of capitaliz-
ing on their large body ize and 
rapid gain. xotics are being 
cro s d with th basic range 
Hereford and Angu and the 
genetic compo ition of Utah 
rang h rd is changing marked-
ly. Th e change are occurring 
despite a lack of r liable data on 
the ability of the new typ to 
flourish under Utah rang condi-
tion and to produ quality beef 
with a maximum-forage diet. 
To gain th n d d informa-
tion Station p ronnel have 
started tudie in which th y'l1 
compar differ nt g netic train 
of cattle. Produ tion y terns 
that maximize u of forage (in-
cluding combination of reeded 
rang n tive range and irrigated 
pasture ) will b te t d. In addi-
tion feedlot ration involving 
differen t concentrate level will 
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be fed to the various strains of 
cattle after they've been raised 
on a specified roughage 
utilization system. 
Basic data will be collected at 
each stage of each production 
system. These values can then be 
incorporated into simulation 
models and by use of the com-
pu ter the most promIsIng 
combinations can be determined 
and recommended to Utah's 
cattlemen. 
The Feedlot 
Pasture fattening instead of 
feedlot (grain) finishing is an-
other possibility under investiga-
tion. Irrigated pastures of alfalfa 
and grass combinations gave 
good gains in our studies. In our 
most recent tests, animals grazing 
straight alfalfa supplemented 
with a small amount of grain, as 
a carrier for a bloat preventative 
made average daily gains of 1.56 
pounds. Each acre of such 
pasture produced 1 686 pounds 
of good quality beef. 
Another possible way to de-
crease concentrate requirements 
in beef production is to use 
fewer concentrates and more 
Has the stork passed the plow 
too emphatically? 
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roughages in the feedlot. Such 
rations have been tested in a 
preliminary way in a commercial 
feedlot during a cooperative 
study by the New Mexico, 
Arizona and Utah Experiment 
Stations. Our first year's results 
indicate that satisfactory feedlot 
gains may be obtained with re-
duced concentrate levels. 
The Land 
In the past three decades, 
notable increases in range forage 
production have been achieved 
by improved management prac-
tices and through reseeding. Our 
studies with reseeded crested 
wheatgrass pastures have demon-
strated that reseeded areas are 
ready for grazing earlier in the 
spring and have 4 to 10 times the 
carrying capacity of adjoining 
unreseeded areas. Cows grazing 
the reseeded areas averaged 
2.49-pound daily gain while 
their suckling calves averaged 
I .77 po unds and yearlings 
averaged 2.47 pounds during the 
spring grazing season. 
Effective coordination of high 
quality summer ranges with an 
early spring use of re eeded areas 
can give a potential 200-day 
period for good gains by teer. 
Such steers would require a 
minimum amount of concentrate 
feeding before going to market. 
In other range work, re-
searchers in the Departments of 
Biology (entomology) and Range 
Science are studying the impact 
of insects on rangeland produc-
tion. The scientists suspect that 
the black-grass bugs and other 
insects may be harvesting more 
forage than are cattle sheep and 
game animals. The researchers 
are therefore trying to develop 
ecological and cultural methods 
that will control these insect 
populations at low levels, thus 
making more forage available to 
livestock and wildlife, and for 
watershed protection. Financial 
assistance for such research is 
being provided by the Utah 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
and the Four Corners Regional 
Commission. 
The genetic composition of Utah 
range herds is changing markedly 
due to exotics being crossed with 
Hereford and Angus cattle. 
Cooperative research efforts 
among USU USDA Agricultural 
Research Service and Inter-
mountain Forest and Range 
Experimen t Station personnel 
are determining the best 
potential uses of native shrubs 
and new grass varieties developed 
through cross breeding. The goal 
is to create vegetation that will 
increase overall rangeland 
prod uction nutritionally en-
hance the diets of range livestock 
and wildlife , and improve our 
ability to protect watersheds. 
All of USU's range-related re-
search is expected to not only 
enhance the productive use of 
Utah's extensive rangelands , but 
to have a favorable effect on 
na tional and world food 
prospects. 
Jame A. Bennett is Professor, Department 
of Animal, Dairy and Veterinary Sciences, 
USU. 
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Utah's Workers - The Future in View 
Craig R. Lundahl and Yun Kim 
Who'll be doing the work in 
Utah in 1980 and 1985? Is your 
age and sex group going to be 
more- or less- of a factor in the 
work force as the years go by? 
How will Utah s situation com-
pare to that in the United States 
as a whole? 
An wers to such question can 
do more than just satisfy cur-
iosity. They can be of value to 
government and industry 
officials who want to optimize 
their u e of labor force 
potentials. Virtually all man-
power and planning programs 
depend on population and labor 
force projections. The study that 
is briefly summarized here was 
undertaken to provide the 
req uisite data to those who are 
trying to plan for the future. 
The study estimated future 
labor force participation rates by 
age and sex groups utilizing the 
relative ratios between Utah's 
1970 labor force participation 
rates and the 1970 actual rates, 
and projected 1980 and 1985 
rates for the United States (Table 
1 ). 
This study is based on a popu-
lation projection which assumes 
declining fertility and mortality 
rates and a continuation of 
Utah's 1970-1975 migration 
trend. 
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The labor force projections for 
Utah assume that the relative 
differences in the labor force 
participation rates between the 
state and the nation will 
continue to exist throughout the 
projection period with only rela-
tively small deviations. 
Unemployment rates for both 
the United States and Utah are 
expected to continue to follow 
historical trends, which have 
been roughly 5 to 6 percent 
unemployment since 1948, ex-
The most dramatic trend will 
be the continuing movement of 
married women into paid em-
ployment. 
cluding the Korean and Vietnam 
war years. On this basi, our 
projections for Utah in this study 
include an assumed unemploy-
ment rate of roughly 5.5 percent 
in 1980 and 1985. 
The projections as ume that 
economic activity and develop-
ment in Utah in the future will 
continue at levels comparable to 
those of 1970, and that no major 
wars or other major social dis-
t u rbances will occur before 
1985. The trends of the labor 
force participation rates for vari-
ous age and sex groups during 
the past century are as umed to 
continue in Utah and the United 
states. 
Finally, as with the national 
projections the Utah projections 
assume 'no major legislative or 
social changes which would alter 
the conditions under which in-
dividuals choose to enter or re-
main out of the labor force, or 
which would alter the prevailing 
definitions of 'labor force' 'em-
ploym nt,' or 'unemploy-
ment."'* The projections are also 
limited by: possible error in the 
data used uch as under- or over-
enumeration in the censu , the 
accuracy of the United State 
labor force projections and the 
accuracy of the Utah population 
projections. 
Projections of Population 
According to our population 
projections for Utah, as cal-
culated from Table 2 the total 
working-age population (1 6 years 
old and over) will increase from 
682,543 in 1970 to 942 202 in 
1980. By groups the increases 
will be 4,258 for the 16- to 
17-year-olds, 7,611 for th 18- to 
19-year-olds, 38,405 for 20- to 
24-year-olds and 105,959 for 25-
Utah Science 
to 34-year-olds. The working-age 
population, 35 to 44 years old, 
will increase by 33,120, those 
45 to 64 years old will increase 
by 39,380 and those 65 years old 
and over will increase by 30,926 
during the period. 
Between 1980 and 1985 , the 
16- to 17-year-01d, 18- to 19-
year-old, and 20- to 24-year-old 
groups will experience declines 
of 1,101, 2,728, and of 3,304, 
respectively. However, the age 
groups of 25- to 34-year-olds and 
35- to 44-year-olds are expected 
to increase by 36,690 and by 
48,630, respectively. The 45- to 
64-year-old group will increase 
by 13,124 during this period. 
The 65-year-old and over group 
will continue to increase , by 
17,971 in 1985. The total work-
ing-age population will increase 
from 942,202 in 1980 to 
1,051,484 in 1985. 
Projections of the Labor Force 
in 1980 
By contrast, the actual labor 
force is projected to increase by 
161,295 or about 40 percent 
between 1970 and 1980 (from 
404,790 to 566,085) as cal-
culated from Table 2. 
The significant trends within 
the projections for 1970 and 
1980 include a substantial in-
crease in the number of young 
adult workers aged 25 to 34 
years and an increa e in the 
proportion of the labor force 
that are women (from 36.1 per-
cent in 1970 to 37.4 percent in 
1980). Finally , the participation 
rates of men in all age groups are 
expected to decline from 1970 
to 1980. 
Among the changes foreseen 
in the age-sex groups of Utah's 
labor force, perhaps the most 
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notable is within the 25- to 
34-year-old group (Table 3). The 
projected increase of 73,756 be-
tween 1970 and 1980 reflects a 
major shift in the age distribu-
tion of the labor force as the 
large number of persons born 
after 1945 move into this age 
category. The participation rates 
for males 25 to 34 years old are 
projected to remain stable, while 
the participation rates for 
females are expected to increase 
by 4.8 percent. 
Another noteworthy shift 
within the age groups involves 
Utah's oldest workers (65 years 
old and over). This group will 
increase only from 14,526 to 
17 298 between 1970 and 1980. 
The national trend toward earlier 
retirements seems to explain the 
declining participation rates for 
both males and females of this 
age group. Despite substantial 
increases in total population for 
this group, the reduced labor 
force participation rates mean 
only a slight increase in workers 
aged 65 years or older. 
Projections of the Labor Force 
in 1985 
The Utah labor force is 
projected to increase from 
566,085 in 1980 to 636,476 in 
1985, an increase of 12 percent 
(see Table 4). 
The outstanding feature of the 
projected 1980 to 1985 period in 
Utah is the slower pace of labor 
force growth- an 8 percent de-
cline in a five-year period. Also 
significant is the shift of the bulk 
of the labor force from the 25-
Table 1. United States labor force participation rates by age and sex, actual 
1970, and projected 1980 and 1985 
Actual Participation Projected Participation 
Rate Rate 
Age 1970 1980 1985 
MALE 
16·17 46.7 45.9 45.6 
18·19 68.8 65.8 65.1 
20·24 85.1 83.0 82.5 
25-34 95.0 94.6 94.4 
35-44 95.7 95.1 94.9 
45-64 87.9 85.8 85.1 
65+ 25.8 21.2 20.0 
16 years & over 79.2 78.0 78.3 
FEMALE 
16·17 34.6 36.0 36.7 
18-19 53.4 54.8 55.7 
20·24 57.5 63.4 64.9 
25-34 44.8 50.2 50.9 
35·44 50.9 53.2 54.4 
45-64 48.8 50.5 51.3 
65+ 9.2 8.6 8.5 
16 years & over 42.8 45.0 45.6 
Source: Deni F. Johnston, "The US Labor Force: Projections to 1990," Monthly Labor 
Revie w, Vol. 96, No.7 (July, 1973), p. 4. 
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to 34-year-old category into the 
35- to 44-year-old group in the 
early 1980s. The age group 45 to 
64 years old is ex pected to in-
crease very little in the early 
1980s primarily because so few 
people were born during the 
1925 to 1935 period. As was 
true during the 1970s, women 
will continue to increase very 
slowly their proportion of the 
labor force in the early 
1980s- from 37.4 percent in 
1980 to 37.6 percent in 1985. 
Finally, the participation rates of 
men in all age groups are esti-
mated to continue declining dur-
ing the 1980 to 1985 projection 
period. 
The number of young workers 
(from 16 to 24 years old) is 
projected to decline by 3,375 
due to the effect of the assumed 
continued growth of school en-
rollment. 
Throughout th projection 
period, expected trends in labor 
force participation rates have in-
cluded a declining participation 
of males in the younger ages due 
to increased schooling while 
co n t i nued high participation 
rates were expected for men in 
the central ages. The participa-
tion rates for older men show a 
declining trend due to earlier 
retirement benefits. The 
participation rates for younger 
women are expected to be some-
wha t affected by schooling 
activities, although not to the 
extent for males. The most 
dramatic trend will be the 
continuing movement of married 
women into paid employment. 
Older women will also have a 
declining labor force participa-
tion trend because of earlier re-
tirement programs. 
Summary 
Utah's labor force is xpected 
to increase from 404,790 to 
566,085, or by 40 percent be-
tween 1970 and 1980, and from 
Table 2. Utah's total population, total labor force, and labor force participation rates, by age and sex, actual 1970, and 
projected 1980 and 1985. 
Labor Force Participation Rates, 
Total Population, July 1 Total Labor Force, Annual Averages Annual Averages (percent of 
(16 yrs. and over) population in labor force) 
Sex and Age Group Actual Projected Actual Projected Actual Projected 
MEN 1970 1980 1985 1970 1980 1985 1970 1980 1985 
16 to 17 years 24,62 ] 25,995 25,764 ] 0,537 10,944 10769 42.8 42.1 41.8 
18 to 19 years 21,2 17 26834 25607 12,411 15,000 14,161 58.5 55.9 55.3 
20 to 24 years 46,185 69,381 67232 35,495 51,966 50,021 76.8 74.9 74.4 
25 to 34 years 64618 114486 137044 59900 105,67 1 126,2 18 92.7 92.3 92.1 
35 to 44 years 53,257 69,643 90,9] 6 51,126 66439 86,552 96.0 95.4 95.2 
45 to 64 years 87,101 104624 110490 78,826 92,383 96,789 90.5 88.3 87.6 
65 years and over 33,997 46,997 54,202 10301 ] 1,702 12,683 30.3 24.9 23.4 
16 years and over 330996 457960 511 255 258,596 354 105 397 193 78.1 77.2 77.7 
WOMEN 
1 6 to 17 years 22,499 25,383 24513 5,759 6,752 6,643 25.6 26.6 27.1 
18 to 19 years 24089 26,083 24,582 1 ] ,683 21 ,989 12438 48.5 49.8 50.6 
20 to 24 years 51,674 66,883 65728 27,486 39,127 39,371 53.1 58.5 59.9 
25 to 34 years 65,343 121 434 135 ,566 25,810 53795 60869 39.5 44.3 44.9 
35 to 44 years 54291 71 025 98382 26,548 36294 51 ,355 48.9 51.1 52.2 
45 to 64 years 90,087 111 944 119,202 44,683 57427 62,104 49.6 51.3 52.1 
65 years and over 43,564 61,490 72,256 4,225 5,596 6,503 9.7 9.1 9.0 
16 years and over 351,547 484242 540,229 146 194 211 ,980 239,283 41.5 43.7 44.1 
TOTAL 682543 942,202 1,051 484 404,790 566,085 636,476 59.3 60.1 60.5 
Source: Yun Kim, in collaboration with Michael MacFarlane and Ka uaki Oki, Age and Sex Population Projections for Utah Counties. Utah 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Report. Logan, Utah, 1976. 
US Bureau of Census, US Census of Population: 1970, General Social and Economic Characteristics, Utah, PC(1)-C46. 
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566,085 to 636,476 or 12 per-
cent between 1980 and 1985. 
Projections of the labor force 
for the 1970s show a substantial 
increase in the number of young 
workers 25 to 34 years old due 
to population changes. Also, the 
projections for 1980 indicate an 
increase in the proportion of 
women in the labor force. The 
participation rates of men in all 
age groups during this period are 
estimated to decline. 
During the arly 1980s, the 
Utah labor force growth will 
probably slow down signifi-
cantly. A major shift of the labor 
force from the 25- to 34-year-old 
group of the 1970s to the 35- to 
44-year-old group in the early 
1980s is expected. Women are 
projected as continuing to in-
crease their proportion of the 
labor force at a very slow pace in 
the early 1980 while the parti-
cipation rates of men in all age 
groups will continue to d cline. 
* Denis . Johnston, "The U.S. Labor 
Force: Projections to 1990," Monthly 
Labor Review, 96 (July, 1973), p. II. 
Craig R. Lundahl i A i tant Profe sor of 
Sociology in the Department of History and 
Social Science and Director of the Office of 
Economic, Social, and Population Research 
at Western New Mexico Univer ity. 
Yun Kim i Plofe sor and Head of the 
Department of Sociology, Social Work, and 
Anthropology, USU. 
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Table 3. Net changes in Utah's total labor force, by age and ex, 1970-1980, and 
1980-1985. 
et Change Percent Change 
Sex and Age Group 
1970-1980 1980-1985 1970-1980 1980-1985 
MEN 
16 to 17 years 407 -175 .4 -.4 
18 to 19 years 2589 -839 2.7 -1.9 
20 to 24 years 16471 -1 945 17.2 -4.5 
25 to 34 years 45771 20547 47.9 47.7 
35 to 44 years 15 313 20,113 16.0 46.7 
45 to 64 years 13 557 4406 14.2 10.2 
65 years and over 1 401 981 1.5 2.3 
16 years and over 95 509 43,088 99.9 100.1 
WOME 
16 to 17 years 993 -109 1.5 -.4 
18 to 29 years 1 306 -551 2.0 -2.0 
20 to 24 years 11 641 244 17.7 .9 
25 to 34 years 27985 7074 42.5 25.9 
35 to 44 years 9746 15 061 14.8 55.2 
45 to 64 years 12744 4677 19.4 17.1 
65 years and over 1 371 907 2.1 3.3 
16 years and over 65786 27 303 100.0 100.0 
Source: Table 2. 
Table 4. Distribution of Utah's labor force, by age and sex, actual 1970, and 
projected 1980 and 1985 
Number Percent Distribution 
Actual Projected Actual Projected 
1970 1980 1985 1970 1980 1985 
MEN 
16 to 17 years 10537 10,944 10769 4.1 3.1 2 .7 
1 8 to 19 years 12,411 15 ,000 14 161 4.7 4.2 3.6 
20 to 24 years 35495 51,966 50,021 13.7 14.7 12.6 
25 to 34 years 59,900105,671 1_6,218 23.2 29.8 3l.8 
35 to 44 years 51 126 66439 86552 19.8 18.8 21.8 
45 to 64 years 78826 92383 96789 30.5 26.1 24.4 
65 years and over 10301 11 702 12683 4.0 3.3 3.2 
16 years and ver 258596354,105397,193 100.0 100.0 100.1 
WOM N 
16 to 17 years 5,759 6752 6,643 3.9 3.2 2 .8 
1 8 to 19 years 11 ,683 12989 12,438 8.0 6.1 5.2 
20 to 24 years 27486 39,127 39,371 18.8 18.5 16.5 
25 to 34 years 25810 53,795 60,869 17.6 25.4 25.4 
35 to 44 years 26548 36,294 51,355 18.2 17.1 21.5 
45 to 64 years 44,683 57427 62,104 30.6 27.1 26.0 
65 years and over 4225 5 596 6,503 2.9 2.6 2.7 
16 years and over 146,194211 980239 283 100.0 100.0 100.1 
Source: Table 2 
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Hillsides - Homesites -
and Mathematical Models 
Lois M. Cox 
To build or not to build can 
be a tough decision whether you 
are planning for one home or a 
whole new community. The deci-
sion becomes even tougher when 
the land in question include 
steep hillside (Figure 1). Con-
struction on such lands inevit-
ably disturb drainage channel 
and reduces infiltration rates, 
which in tum can enhance flood 
potentials. That means that if the 
decision is to build preconstruc-
tion planning should include 
attention to minimizing those 
potentials. 
Variou east bench locations 
around Salt Lake City provide 
prime example of th kinds of 
building sites that can mean seri-
ous flooding trouble for valley a 
well as hillside dwellers. For-
tunately for resident of the 
Olympus Cove Development 
(Figure 2), Salt Lake County 
officials recognized that the area 
could pose runoff problems be-
fore such hazards became reality. 
The County Planning Commis-
sion therefore activated an inter-
agency team of specialists to 
investigate the situation and 
recommend ways to avoid fore-
seeable difficulties. 
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That team included personnel 
of the Utah Water Re earch 
Laboratory (UWRL) at Utah 
State University (1. Paul Riley 
Venlon J. Rogers and George B. 
Shih. Their a ignment wa to 
coordinate exi ting information 
about Olympu Cove with data 
being generated by the n wly 
appointed research team. Based 
Urbanization should be pro-
hibited on steep (60 percent or 
over) slopes. 
on that coordination they were 
to develop a computerized 
mathematical model of the area' 
hydrology. Be ides clarifying cur-
rent runoff and inflow pattern 
the UWRL researcher xp cted 
that their model would allow 
planners to predict and evaluate 
probable changes in those pat-
tern a urbanization progressed 
up and down the hills. As it 
happened the model that was 
developed not only fulfilled their 
expectations for Olympus Cove 
but proved readily adaptable to 
similar urbanizing areas. 
First Steps 
Before the UWRL investiga-
tors could create their mathe-
matical model of Olympu Cove 
as an urbanizing watershed they 
had to become familiar with all 
the relevant variables. The 
general location of Olympu 
Cove (Figure 3) as well a its 
natural drainage channel topo-
graphy geology vegetation and 
climat had to b defined. The e 
factor and their relationship to 
one another and to general 
hydrologic proce e (Figure 5) 
were the realiti s from which the 
model would be abstracted. 
Because of the complexity of 
the Cove area and the num b r of 
factors involved in flood predic-
tion , the inve tiga tors began by 
identifying ubunit sources of 
inflow. These included frs 
Can yon and seven eparate 
drainage areas on the teeply 
rising slope of Mt. Olympus 
(Figure 4). They then collected 
correlated and graphed precip-
itation drainage runoff slope 
vegetation, etc. data from each 
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Photo by J. Paul Riley 
Figure I.Steep hill ides are often selected as homesite due to their esthetics yet 
such a choice can be risky. 
Photo by J. Paul Riley 
Figure 2.0lympus Cove in Salt Lake County benefited from advance planning to 
avert runoff problems. 
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ubunit- going a far back in 
time a records would permit. 
Their procedures are d tailed in 
th UWRL publication # PRWG 
134-1 titled: Hydrologic Model 
Studi of the Mt. Olympu Cove 
Area of Salt Lake County. ' 
Gradually certain fact were 
e tablished, conclusion drawn a 
model d vised and te ted and 
r commendation made. 
Guarding Again t Floods 
Although th following recom-
men da t ion w re d signed 
pecifically for Olympus Cove 
many (if not all could b 
applied to the urbanization of 
teep hill ide anywhere in Utah. 
Even more important th model 
will corr ctly an wer que tion 
about uch ar a jf their data are 
imply in erted in pIa of the 
Olympus Cove information. 
Within Olympu ov th 
outherly und v lop d land i 
th targ t of much of th flow 
from the urrounding mountain 
drainag . Maintaining or prefer-
ably enhancing the infiltration 
pot n tial of that ar a could 
th refor quate with ub tantial 
flood prot ction for the re t of 
th Cov. Th infiltration could 
be most effectively enhanced by 
digging well that would hunt 
flood water into sub urface 
oils. Stru ture could al 0 be 
built along natural drainage that 
would contain and gradual1y dis-
p r potentially heavy runoff 
before they endang red the 
urbanized acreage. 
Additionally the re earchers 
ay that urbanization should be 
prohibit d on teep (60 p rcent 
or over) lopes. Natural vegeta-
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tion hould b pr rv d on t ep 
10 pe and natural drainag 
co ur s. Effectiv v g tative 
over (lawns tend to have lower 
infiltration rat than do many 
oth r kinds of veg tation) hould 
b tablish d wher v r po ible 
within urbaniz d ar a . 
Storm ewer and treet 
hould b de ign d with ro ion 
control flood pot ntial and 
natural drainag hann I in 
mind. 
ontour trenching b nch con-
tru tion or comparabl land 
modification within efrs 
Canyon might al 0 h lp prot ct 
th COy from futur flood 
hazard. 
Caution In Order 
Th g n ral mage m 
c1 aT. St p hill id hould n ver 
b apriciou ly di turb d. A 
mor than av rag inve tm nt in 
pr thinking and valuation of 
a11 rnativ ha to pr c de 
d v lopm nt of t ply loping 
land if flood hazard ar to b 
avoid d. With th UWRL rna th -
mati al mod 1 th 
b 
Loi M. Co i Science Writer Agri ultural 
:: periment Station Publication SUo 
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RAIN 
RAIN 
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Figure 5.Flow chart bowing the variou hydrologic proce e represented within 
tbe daily time increment. 
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Photo by J . Paul R iley 
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Projects in Progress 
In this regular feature of Utah Science we briefly describe some of the research in progre across the 
USU campus. Each installment is a scant sampling of the remarkably diverse research cene. 
CORRALLING THE VARIABLES 
Because farmers have nature as 
a recalcitrant partner their man-
agement plans are regularly di -
rupted by unforeseen events or 
factors. But help is coming. Work 
directed by R. John Hanks (a soil 
scientist) promises to put a 
unifying handl on previously 
incoherent variables. 
By combining computer 
know-how with data 
accumulated over many years 
and the results of new experi-
ments the researchers are learn-
ing how to accurately predict 
crop production under specified 
conditions. Their sophisticated 
computer models are contrived 
to incorporate all the crucial 
variables: pa t cropping pattern 
soi I characteri tics including 
salinity , prevailing climate crop 
variety irrigation or precipita-
tion potentials and propos d 
fertilization practices. 
They are currently concentrat-
ing on defining wheat , corn and 
alfalfa reactions under all likely 
combinations of the variables. 
Eventually they xpect to be 
able to generate management 
plans for specific farms that will 
assure the farmer optimum yields 
of the recommended crops. 
PREGNANT COWS AND 
PINE NEEDLES 
What Indian folklore and re-
ports from cattlemen have long 
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implied, is being confirm d by 
cientifically sound experiments. 
The needle of pond rosa 
(western yellow) pine tree do 
indeed have abortive effect 
under certain conditions. Cattle 
sheep and probably deer are 
susceptibl . 
In r pons to seriou losse in 
several western states and west-
rn Canada A. H. Steven on (an 
Oregon veterinarian) Lynn F. 
James (a USDA animal nutri-
tioni t) and Jay W. Call (a USU 
re arch v terinarian) are defin-
ing the how and whys of pin 
needle abortion in range cows. 
So far th~y know that abor-
tions can follow th eating of 
eith r gre n needl s off the tre s 
or dead needle around trees or 
lash from lumb ring or wind-
falls. They are al 0 rea onably 
sure that stag of g tation and 
xternal str ss ar important 
factors. A cow in her last tri-
mester of pr gnancy that is 
tressed (as by s v re weather) 
ju t before or while she is eating 
the needle is specially likely to 
abort. 
Ranchers who have pondero a 
pines on th ir winter range ar 
well advised to inv st consider-
able effort into avoiding pine 
needle abortion. They can do 
this by trimming the tr e high 
enough so th cows can't r ach 
branches - and meticulously 
clearing away downed branche 
and needles. Or th y can fence 
their cows out of th pin tands. 
Or they can provid supple-
mental feed when th ir cow ar 
tr ssed by weather during th 
last third of their g tation 
period. 
The alternative is to ri k up to 
100 percent los of both th 
cow and the pot ntial calf crop. 
ows affected by pine needles 
commonly produce either dead 
or seriou ly weaken d calves. 
And they th mselves must have 
prompt treatment following the 
abortion or they too will die. 
As more is learned about the 
pro blem additional managem nt 
possibilities hould becom avail-
able. 
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PROBING THE PRIVATE LIFE 
OF FRU IT TREES 
The question "To grow or not 
to grow?" probably does not 
claim much attention from in-
dividual fruit trees. It seems safe 
to assume that the average tree 
simply re ponds each year to a 
s rie of interactions between its 
internal and external environ-
ments. 
But scientists such as USU's 
Schu yl er Seeley (a horti-
culturist) are devoting a great 
deal of attention to defining the 
hows and whys of when fruit 
trees start and stop growing. If 
they can figure out the correct 
answer they hould eventually 
be able to program a tree's time 
of bloom by artificially mani-
pulating chemicals that occur 
naturally in the tree. In effect 
they might supply th trees with 
a hormone-based anesthetic in 
arly spring and withdraw it 
when frost dangers moderate. 
Right now the Seeley-led re-
search group is onc ntrating on 
one particular piece of the 
puzzle: Why do fruit tre s r -
quire a certain amount of chilling 
b fore they can respond produc-
tively to warming spring temper-
ature ? 
Thanks to their own and 
other' prior research they are 
starting with some 'knowns". 
For example a healthy tree left 
to its own d vices has to 
accumulate a certain number of 
chill units* before it can begin to 
grow each pring. Also once a 
mature tree's chilling require-
ment i satisfied it will grow best 
at temperatures between 40 and 
800 F. In fact temps that con-
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sistently exceed 800 F will stop 
growth. .And, after a tree has 
produced its fruit stripping it of 
all it leaves simultaneously strips 
it of its chilling requirement. 
(The Javanese with their mild 
climat put thi phenomenon to 
practical u . They harve t Rome 
Beauty appl s in April strip the 
trees of their leaves in May and 
harvest again in October.) 
The USU re earchers are ex-
p rimenting with peach trees to 
find out wh th r th ob erved 
effect of leaf removal are cor-
related with variations in the 
tr e' upply of growth-
promoting and growth-inhibiting 
hormones. If 0 the n xt st p 
will be to separate the hormones 
from all the other chemicals in 
the leaves. Once that technically 
exacting task is accomplished 
the hormones would be tested on 
seedling tre s to pin down 
precisely how they op rate. 
Achieving the ultimate goal of 
controlling th dormancy 
(chilling) requirem nts of fruit 
trees would mean better fruit 
production in areas that are cur-
rently marginal because of either 
too much or not enough natural 
chilling poten tial. 
*1 chill unit=} hour of 43 0 tempera-
ture 
Longer time required above and brlow 
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(2 hour at either 50 or 35 0 for 1 chill 
unit) 
GOATS HELPING (11) CATTLE 
Can a goat make life ea ier for 
a cow? Three Utah ci ntists 
(John Malechek Jame Bowns 
and Philip Urne s) will have a 
fact-based start toward answering 
that question within a year. 
Their idea is to use the goats as 
vegetation-modifiers on black-
brush-dominated range. 
Such lands in Southern Utah 
and elsewhere normally provide 
(at best) only fair grazing for 
livestock during a very few 
months of each year. The forage 
on these millions of acre is in 
short supply because blackbrush 
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is inhospitable both to other 
plants and to the animals them-
selves. How the blackbrush in-
timidates other vegetation is not 
fully understood - but it dis-
courages cattle from grazing by 
being woody and bristling with 
spines. 
Results of previous experi-
ments and observations by var-
ious researchers and ranchers 
indicate that the growth appear-
ing on blackbrush plants each 
spring is palatable to and 
nourishing for cattle when they 
can manage to harvest it. Also, 
the amounts of this annual new 
growth can be enhanced by fall 
or winter cut-backs of the 
preceding season's twig produc-
tion. For diverse reasons chain-
ing, beating, chemicals and burn-
ing are less than satisfactory as 
removal mechanisms. In contrast 
historical and recent reports 
point to goats as potentially ideal 
pruning machines. 
The Utah researchers have 
scheduled their grazing tests to 
begin in early 1977. Th out-
come should tell them whether 
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goats are as beneficial to black-
brush acreages as they have 
proved to be on oak woodlands 
and Acacia-dominated ranges in 
other parts of the country. If 
they are, ranchers and land man-
agement agencies with black-
brush range may find themselve 
turning to goats as a valuable 
management tool. 
SUGARS AREN'T ALL EOUAL 
When you've tasted one sugar, 
you most definitely have NOT 
tasted them all. Consider sweet-
ness for example. Though rela-
tive values will vary with con-
centrations , if table sugar 
(sucrose) were set as equal to 
100 fruit sugar (fructose) would 
eq ual I 73 corn sugar (glucose) 
would equal 74 and milk sugar 
(lactose) would equal only 16. 
Right now it i th 
peculiarities of lactose that are 
being intensively investigated by 
a group of USU researchers led 
by C. Anthon Ernstrom (head of 
the Nutrition and Food Sciences 
De part men t). Besides bing 
much less sweet than sucrose, 
lactose is also much less soluble. 
These characteristics are of 
practical concern because lactose 
is a major ingredient of whey, 
the proverbial millstone of com-
mercial cheesemakers. 
Every 1000 pounds of milk 
they convert into cheese leave 
the manufacturers with 890 
pounds of problematical whey. 
Researchers at USU and else-
where have long been seeking 
ways to put this "waste" mater-
ial to work. 
Out of such past investigations 
came today's practice of running 
the whey through a separator. 
The resultant whey "cream" is 
used in butter. The leftover 
skimmed whey is put through an 
ultrafiltration process that 
delivers a liquid permeate and 
a concentrate composed of 
primarily noncasein prot in 
along with lactose and minerals 
such as calcium, phosphorus and 
sodium. This concentrate is then 
dried. And as soon as the FDA 
gives formal approval it will be 
incorporated into ice cream since 
its protein is of remarkably high 
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quality and the lacto and 
mineral ar u ful nutrients. 
yen aft r all th se volume-
cu tting t ps howey r the 
ch e manufactur r r luctantly 
r ap 770 pound of wh y 
p rm at from v ry 1000 
pound of milk. And th 
p rmeat contain mo tly lacto e 
in combination with a f w min-
ral and in ignificant amount 
of prot in. 
The original wh y-di po al 
probl m ha thu b com a qu -
tion of "How to put lacto e to 
work? '. Th obvious an wer: 
"Us th sugar as a natural sweet-
ener for ice r am and yrup " i 
r grettably impracticable. A it 
tand th lactose is n ither 
w t nough nor oluble enough 
to have comm rcial valu . So 
b for it can bud the lacto e 
mu t b both parat d from the 
r t of th p rmeat and plit 
into 
(gluco 
it co mponent 
and galacto ). 
ugar 
As they truggl toward tho e 
goal th USU rear h r ar 
AAAS Arid Lands Directory 
Th AAAS ommitte on 
Arid Lands is pr paring a dir c-
tory of orth Am rican sci n-
ti t who ar activ in r arch in 
om a p ct of Arid Lands 
(G ology and Geography 
Biological S i nc Anthro-
pology Social and conomi 
Sci nc s ngin ring M dical 
Sci nc Agriculture At-
mo pheric and Hydro ph ric 
Sci nce tc.). 
Th dir ctory on comput r 
tap at th Univ rsity of Ari-
zona will b updat d continually 
and mad availabl in whol or 
part at 0 t upon r qu t. 
P r on wi hing th ir nam to 
app ar in th dir ctory hould 
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ubmit th following inf rmation 
in th ord r indicated: 
am : 
Titl : 
Pro~ ional Addr s (including 
zip cod ): 
Sp ific int r st a r lat d to 
Arid Land R s ar h: 
Arid Region Studied: 
Thi information hould b nt 
(b for Augu t 1977) to: 
Gordon L. Bend r 
D partm nt of Zoology 
Arizona Stat Univer ity 
T mp Arizona 85281 
drawing on results of basic 
lactose investigations by T. A. 
icker on of the University of 
California (Davis), particularly in 
connection with using sulfuric 
acid to parat the gluco e and 
galactose mol cule . The other 
approach being ch cked out has 
yeast-produced nzymes a the 
bond-splitting tool. Each 
approach provide it own 
p rplexing set .of problems and 
pro p ct but the ov raIl per-
sp ctive i optimi tic. 
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